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Abstract— In this article, a 22.9–38.2-GHz dual-path noise-
canceling low noise amplifier (LNA) is proposed, which can
achieve a low noise figure (NF) by reducing the noise of both
paths. Such LNA consists of one common gate (CG) ampli-
fier with one three-stage transformer, one resistive feedback
common-source (CS) amplifier, and two amplitude-adjusting
amplifiers. The three-stage transformer is used in the CG
amplifier to provide gain-boosting, noise-reducing, and wide-
band inter-stage matching operation, simultaneously. Meanwhile,
amplitude-adjusting amplifiers with reconfigurable phase-tuning
lines are utilized in both paths to optimize the noise-canceling
performance. To verify the aforementioned principle, a dual-
path noise-canceling LNA is implemented and fabricated using
a conventional 28-nm CMOS technology. The proposed LNA
consumed 18.9 mW under a 0.9-V supply. The measured
NF is 2.65–4.62 dB within the operating frequency range
of 22.9–38.2 GHz, while the peak gain is 14.5 dB. The in-band
input 1-dB compression point (IP1 dB) and input third-order
intercept point (IIP3) are −13.2 to −6.6 and −3.6 to 3.2 dBm,
respectively.

Index Terms— CMOS, low noise amplifier (LNA), noise can-
celing, mm-wave, wireless.

I. INTRODUCTION

T
HE ever-increasing demands of high-data-rate and

multi-standard wireless application already push the

operation band of practical wideband sub-systems (such as

receiver) to mm-wave frequency. As the key component in the

mm-wave wideband receiver, low noise amplifier (LNA) with

low noise figure (NF) and high linearity is necessary to achieve

good performance. In general, the wideband operation can be

easily achieved by using the common gate (CG) [1]–[3] or

cascode [4]–[7] topology. However, the CG transistor increases

the NF, while the relatively high supply voltage is required

in the cascode topology. Common-source (CS) LNA can

provide lower NF from a low supply voltage [8], [9], which

is in sacrifice of relatively narrow operation bandwidth (BW).

To extend the BW of CS amplifiers, several technologies are
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Fig. 1. (a) Configuration and operation principle of the conventional
CG noise-canceling topology. (b) Configuration and operation principle of
conventional resistive feedback CS noise-canceling topology.

developed, such as the feedback technique [10]–[12] and dis-

tributed topology [13]–[15]. Nonetheless, the aforementioned

amplifiers still suffer from the fundamental tradeoff between

wideband matching and NF, which causes a relatively large

in-band NF variation.

Recent research studies show that the noise introduced

by the core transistor of amplifier can be canceled, while

the tradeoff between the BW and NF can be released by

introducing the noise-canceling scheme to the LNA implemen-

tation [16]. Two well-known noise-canceling LNA topologies

are CG noise canceling and resistive feedback CS noise

canceling [17]. Fig. 1(a) shows the typical configuration and

operation principle of the CG noise-canceling LNA. The

noise of CG stage is replicated by an auxiliary CS stage for

noise canceling at the differential output ports [18], [19]. For

mm-wave application, Li et al. [20] presented an antenna-

LNA co-design principle to implement a CG noise-canceling

LNA, where the antenna can be used as a transformer to

adjust the noise-canceling performance. Meanwhile, as shown

in Fig. 1(b), a resistive feedback scheme can be introduced

into CS amplifier for noise canceling [21]–[23]. However,

it is limited to further decrease the NF since only the noise

of core transistor (i.e., M1) is reduced in either CG or CS

noise-canceling topologies. By combining the noise-canceling

principles in Fig. 1(a) and (b), narrow [24] and wideband [25]

dual-path noise-canceling LNAs with reduced noise of both

main and auxiliary paths are reported with enhanced NF

performance. Nonetheless, due to the relatively large effects
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of the parasitic and the interconnection, the wideband dual-

path noise-canceling topology is not easy to implement in

mm-wave. Therefore, the design of wideband mm-wave noise-

canceling LNA with low NF remains a great challenge.

This article presents a 22.9–38.2-GHz dual-path noise-

canceling LNA. The dual-path noise-canceling topology is

proposed with the ability to reduce the noise in both paths.

Such LNA consists of a CG amplifier, a resistive feedback

CS amplifier, and two amplitude-adjusting amplifiers. A three-

stage transformer is introduced in the CG stage, which can

provide noise adjusting, gain boosting, and wideband match-

ing operations. Reconfigurable phase-tuning lines are used

in the amplitude-adjusting amplifiers of the proposed LNA

to optimize the noise-canceling performance. Then, a dual-

path noise-canceling LNA is implemented and fabricated in a

conventional 28-nm CMOS technology for verification. The

measured results show state-of-the-art performances in the

noise figure (NF), linearity, and figure of merit (FoM). This

article is organized as follows. The prototype with principle

and theoretical analysis of the dual-path noise-canceling LNA

is provided in Section II, while Section III presents the LNA

circuit implementation. In Section IV, an LNA is fabricated,

measured, and compared with the state of the arts. The

conclusion is summarized in Section V.

II. PRINCIPLE AND OPERATION

Fig. 2 shows the principle and operation of the proposed

dual-path noise-canceling LNA. The input signal is divided

into two paths (i.e., paths I and II) at the input node of the

proposed LNA. Path I consists of a CG stage, a feedback trans-

former (i.e., L1 and L2), and an amplifier A1. Path II is formed

by a resistive feedback CS stage and an amplifier A2. After

amplified by paths I and II, the input signal is recombined at

the differential output. In the proposed noise-canceling LNA,

the noise of both M1 and M2 can be reduced simultaneously.

As shown in Fig. 2(a), the noise introduced by M1 of CG stage

(i.e., modeled as noise current In1) generates two out-of-phase

noise voltages at its drain and source. The noise at the drain

of M1 is amplified by A1 and then canceled at the differential

output ports by its in-phase replica in path II. Meanwhile,

Fig. 2(b) shows that in the CS stage, the noise introduced by

M2 (i.e., modeled as noise current In2) generates two in-phase

noise voltages at its drain and gate through the feedback

resistor. Those in-phase noise voltages are amplified by A2 and

path I and then canceled at the differential output as common-

mode voltages. Good NF can be obtained in the proposed LNA

since the noise of first-stage amplifiers (i.e., the CG amplifier

and the resistive feedback CS amplifier) is reduced. Here,

the feedback transformer (i.e., L1 and L2) provides the gm

boosting and noise-reducing functions to the CG stage, which

can further reduce the noise of the proposed LNA. To clarify

the aforementioned principles and guide the implementation of

the proposed dual-path noise-canceling LNA, the rest of this

section provides the detailed theoretical analysis of the dual-

path noise-canceling scheme. Then, the effects of components

values to achieve improved noise-canceling performance are

discussed, while the functions of the feedback transformer and

the amplitude-adjusting amplifiers are investigated.

Fig. 2. Principle and operation of the proposed dual-path noise-canceling
LNA. (a) M1 noise-canceling scheme. (b) M2 noise-canceling scheme.

A. Dual-Path Noise-Canceling Scheme

To further explain the basic operation principle of the

proposed dual-path noise-canceling LNA, Fig. 3(a) exhibits the

simplified schematic of the first-stage amplifier. Meanwhile,

the related equivalent circuits to analyze the CG and CS

noise-canceling schemes are shown in Fig. 3(b) and (c),

respectively. The noise voltages (i.e., VX1 and VY 1) generated

by M1 versus frequency can be calculated as

VX1 =
Z f Zs In1

Z f + Zs + gm1 Zs Z f + sL4gm2 Zs

(1)

VY 1 =
−sL1

(

Z f + Zs + sL4gm2 Zs

)

In1

Z f + Zs + gm1 Zs Z f + sL4gm2 Zs

(2)

where gm1 and gm2 are the transconductances of M1 and M2,

respectively, while In1, Z f , and Zs can be expressed as

I 2
n1 =

4kTγ gm1

α
(3)

Zs =
sL2 Rs

sL2 + Rs

(4)

Z f = R f + sL4. (5)

Here, (γ /α) is a process-bias-depended parameter [26],

[27]. The noise voltage VX1 is inverted and amplified by the
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Fig. 3. (a) Simplified schematic of first-stage amplifier. (b) Simplified equivalent circuit for M1 noise-canceling analysis. (c) Simplified equivalent circuit for
M2 noise-canceling analysis. (d) Calculated noise-canceling ratios Rn1 and Rn2 in different values of R f . (e) Calculated noise-canceling ratios in different
impedances of R f . (f) Calculated noise-canceling ratios and noise voltages in different values of gm1. (Source impedance Rs = 50 �, L1 = 600 pH,
L2 = 400 pH, L4 = 600 pH, gm1 = gm2 = 0.04 S, (γ /α) = 1, and R f = 200 + j300 � are used in calculation, except specified in the figures.)

CS stage, which generates a noise voltage VZ1 and can be

derived as

VZ1 =
−sL4 Zs

(

gm2 R f − 1
)

In1

Z f + Zs + gm1 Zs Z f + sL4gm2 Zs

. (6)

Meanwhile, the noise current In2 introduces two noise

voltages VX2 and VZ2, which are calculated as

VX2 =
−sL4 Zs In2

Z f + Zs + gm1 Zs Z f + sL4gm2 Zs

(7)

VZ2 =
−sL4

(

R f + Zs + gm1 R f Zs

)

In2

Z f + Zs + gm1 Zs Z f + sL4gm2 Zs

(8)

where In2 is expressed as

I 2
n2 =

4kTγ gm2

α
. (9)

Then, the noise voltage VY 2 is derived as

VY 2 =
−s2 L1 L4gm1 Zs In2

Z f + Zs + gm1 Zs Z f + sL4gm2 Zs

. (10)

Here, the noise voltages of M1 and M2 at the differential

output are obtained as (11) and (12) shown at the bottom of

this page. Finally, the noise-canceling ratios Rn1 and Rn2 of

M1 and M2 can be expressed as

Rn1 = 1 −
Vn1

VY 1

=
L4

(

−1 + gm2 R f

)

Zs

L1

(

Z f + Zs + sL4gm2 Zs

) (13)

Rn2 = 1 −
Vn2

VZ2

=
2R f + 2Zs + gm1 Zs

(

2R f − sL1

)

R f + Zs + gm1 R f Zs

. (14)

Equations (13) and (14) show that the noise-canceling

performance is mainly depended on the loaded inductors (i.e.,

L1 and L4) and the transconductances of M1 and M2 (i.e., gm1

and gm2). Meanwhile, the noise-canceling condition to achieve

full noise canceling of M1 and M2 (i.e., Rn1 = Rn2 = 1) can

be expressed as

gm2 =
L4 Zs + L1

(

Z f + Zs

)

L4 Zs

(

R f − sL1

) (15)

gm1 =
Zs + R f

Zs

(

sL1 − R f

) . (16)

Equations (15) and (16) reveal that the noise-canceling

condition of M1 and M2 cannot be satisfied at the

same frequency. As shown in Fig. 3(d), the noise of

Vn1 = VY 1 − VZ1 =
s
(

L4

(

−1 + gm2 R f

)

Zs − L1

(

Z f + Zs + sL4gm2 Zs

))

In1

Z f + Zs + gm1 Z f Zs + sL4gm2 Zs

(11)

Vn2 = VY 2 − VZ2 =
sL4

(

R f + Zs + gm1 Zs

(

R f − sL1

))

In2

Z f + Zs + gm1 Z f Zs + sL4gm2 Zs

(12)
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Fig. 4. (a) Conventional CG amplifier. (b) Principle of the proposed CG
amplifier gm boosting scheme. (c) Proposed transformer feedback gm boosting
scheme. (d) Equivalent circuit of the proposed gm boosting scheme.

M1 and M2 can be partly canceled simultaneously. Here,

the improvement of Rn2 is limited by the implementa-

tion since the inductances (i.e., L1–L3) and the transcon-

ductance (i.e., gm1 and gm2) should be allocated in a

reasonable range that can be implemented at mm-wave.

Meanwhile, the feedback resistor with positive image part

R f = 200 + j300 � is optimized to achieved improved

noise-canceling ratios, which represents that an additional

inductor is used in the noise feedback path of CS ampli-

fier (i.e., from node Z to node X) during the circuit

implementation.

B. Transformer-Based gm Boosting and Amplitude-Adjusting

Amplifiers

Notice from (13) to (16) that, there is a complex

tradeoff between noise-canceling ratios of M1 and M2.

For example, Fig. 3(e) shows the tradeoff between the

noise-canceling ratios of M1 and M2 once L1 is var-

ied. The aforementioned tradeoff can be released and the

noise of both M1 and M2 can be reduced by increas-

ing gm1, while the noise-canceling ratio Rn2 is increased

without sacrificing Rn1, as shown in Fig. 3(f). There-

fore, a gm boosting technique is utilized in the CG

amplifier.

Fig. 4(a) shows a conventional CG amplifier with capacitive

load CL , and the voltage gain can be calculated as

ACG =
VD

Vin

=
Z in

Z in + Rs

VD

VS

=
Z in

Z in + Rs

gm1 Z L (17)

where Z L is the load impedance, which is expressed as

Z L =
s3 L1CL

2

1 + s2 L1CL

. (18)

As shown in Fig. 4(b), positive feedback with feed-

back factor A f is introduced to the CG amplifier, and the

source and drain voltages (i.e., V ′
S and V ′

D) are changed

to

V ′
S = VS + V ′

D A f (19)

V ′
D = V ′

S gm1 Z L . (20)

Fig. 5. Noise-reducing principle of the proposed CG stage with
transformer-based positive feedback.

Then, the gain of the CG amplifier and the effective

transconductance of M1 (i.e., g′
m1) can be boosted to

A′
CG =

V ′
D

Vin

=
Z in

Z in + Rs

gm1

1 − Z L gm1 A f

Z L (21)

g′
m1 =

gm1

1 − Z L gm1 A f

. (22)

Such positive feedback can be implemented by the trans-

former consisted of L1 and L2, as shown in Fig. 4(c). The

simplified equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 4(d), where the

effects of the positive feedback transformer can be modeled

as the induced current Ii2 [28]. The Ii2 is expressed as

Ii2 = I1

Lm

L2

(23)

where I1 and Lm are the current flow through the inductor

L1 and the mutual inductance of the transformer, respectively,

which can be calculated as

I1 =
−V ′

D

sL1

(24)

Lm = k1

√

L1 L2. (25)

Therefore, the source voltage of M1 can be expressed as

V ′
S = VS − Ii2

sL2 Rs

sL2 + Rs

. (26)

Finally, A f of the proposed positive feedback transformer

can be derived from (19) and (23)–(26), which is expressed

as

A f = k1

√

L2

L1

Rs

sL2 + Rs

. (27)

Equation (27) shows that A f can be adjusted by the

coupling coefficient k1. Meanwhile, the proposed transformer-

based positive feedback scheme introduces a noise-reducing

operation to the CG amplifier. Fig. 5 shows that the noise

current In1 generates a noise voltage VDn in the drain of M1,

and such noise voltage can induce a voltage VDI in the

secondary inductor L2 by the electromagnetic induction of

transformer. On the other hand, the noise voltage VSn gener-

ated in the source of M1 induces a voltage VSI in the primary

inductor L1. Here, the noise voltages VDn and VSn can be
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Fig. 6. (a) Configuration of the proposed dual-path noise-canceling LNA
with amplitude-adjusting amplifiers A1 and A2. (b) Calculated output noise
of the proposed LNA under the different gain ratio between A1 and A2 .
(L1 = 600 pH, L2 = 400 pH, L4 = 600 pH, gm1 = gm2 = 0.04 S,
(γ /α) = 1, and R f = 200 + j300 � are used in calculation.)

Fig. 7. Simulated and calculated noise voltage (L1 = 600 pH, L2 = 400 pH,
L4 = 600 pH, and gm1 = gm2 = 0.04 S are used). The process-bias-depended
parameter of the utilized 28-nm CMOS technology (γ /α) = 4.6 is extracted
from the simulated result at 1 GHz).

partially suppressed by the out-of-phase noise voltages VSI

and VDI [29], which can further reduce the noise of M1.

Two amplitude-adjusting amplifiers A1 and A2 are intro-

duced to optimize the noise voltages of both paths, as shown

in Fig. 6(a). Assuming that such amplitude-adjusting ampli-

fiers are ideally matched with the CG amplifier and resistive

feedback CS amplifier, the gain of amplitude-adjusting ampli-

fiers can be multiplied into the gain of both paths directly.

Then, after noise canceling, the noise voltages of both paths

at the differential output are expressed as

V ′
n1 = A1VY 1 − A2VZ1 (28)

V ′
n2 = A1VY 2 − A2VZ2. (29)

Fig. 6(b) shows that the overall output noise can be reduced

by adjusting the gain ratio of A1 and A2. Note that the design

flexibility of the proposed LNA is improved by introducing

the proposed amplitude-adjusting amplifiers since the gain of

A1 and A2 can be easily tuned.

III. IMPLEMENTATION

Based on the aforementioned principles, a dual-path

noise-canceling LNA is designed and implemented using a

Fig. 8. Schematic of the proposed LNA.

Fig. 9. (a) Simulated gain of the CG amplifier in different values of k2.
(b) Simulated NF and gain of the CG amplifier in different values of k1

(loaded with 50 �).

conventional 28-nm CMOS technology. As shown in Fig. 7,

good agreement is achieved between simulation and calcula-

tion, which proves that (11)–(16) can be used to guide the

design and components chosen. Meanwhile, due to the rela-

tively large influence of parasitic at mm-wave, the proposed

LNA should be optimized with the assistance of design tool

ADS and Virtuoso. Thus, the schematic of the proposed LNA

is shown in Fig. 8. The wideband input matching is mainly

achieved by the CG stage with matching inductor Lgs = 93 pH,

while a dc-block capacitor Cdc is used in the input of CS

stage. The output interfaces of both paths are connected to

a transformer with high common-mode rejection ratio, which

can not only reduce the common-mode noise in both paths

but also provide a wideband matching at the single-end output

port.

The wideband impedance matching between CG amplifier

and A1 is achieved by the transformer consisted of L1 and L3.

As shown in Fig. 9(a), the BW of CG amplifier is extended

with the increasement of the coupling coefficient k2 between

L1 and L3. Meanwhile, as mentioned in Section II, a positive

feedback transformer (i.e., consisted of L1 and L2) can provide

a gm boosting and noise-reducing operation. Fig. 9(b) shows

that the gain is enhanced, while the NF is reduced with

the increase of k1. Note that the further increasement of k1

would suffer from the instability issue since (27) shows that

the positive feedback factor is dependent on the coupling

coefficient k1. Therefore, to meet the requirement of wideband
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Fig. 10. Layout of the proposed three-stage transformer.

Fig. 11. Simulated results of the proposed three-stage transformer. (a) Cou-
pling coefficients. (b) Inductances.

interstage matching of path I and the positive feedback of

CG amplifier, a three-stage transformer is utilized where the

inductor L1 is reused in the positive feedback transformer

(i.e., consisted of L1 and L2) and the inter-stage matching

transformer (i.e., consisted of L1 and L3). The layout of the

proposed three-stage transformer in CG amplifier is shown

in Fig. 10, and the stepped-impedance inductors L1 and L3

are used to improve the quality factor [30]. The coupling k1 is

depended on the gap (i.e., g1) between the L2 and outer coil

of L1, while the gap g2 between L3 and inner coil of L1 affects

the coupling coefficient k2. Here, the coupling between L2 and

L3 (i.e., k3) is undesired, which will decrease the stability of

CG amplifier.

Thus, the distance between the inner and outer coils of L1

(i.e., d) is broadened to reduce the coupling k3. The simu-

lated inductances and coupling coefficients of the proposed

three-stage transformer are shown in Fig. 11, which reveals

that the unwanted coupling k3 is negligible. To further improve

the gain of CG stage, a gain-peaking inductor Lg can be used

in the bias circuit of M1 [31]. Here, the gain is increased

with Lg , which would lead to higher in-band ripple and lower

stability [32]. In the proposed LNA, Lg = 150 pH is utilized

to achieve the optimized performance.

As mentioned in Section II, an additional inductor is pro-

vided in the noise feedback path of CS amplifier for enhanced

noise-canceling response. Therefore, an inductor L in is used

in the CS amplifier, as shown in Fig. 8. Meanwhile, such

inductor is in series connected between the dc-block capacitor

TABLE I

L AND Q OF THE INDUCTORS AND TRANSFORMERS AT 28 GHZ

and the gate of M2, which can further improve the voltage gain

of CS amplifier by resonating with the parasitic capacitance

of M2. In the proposed LNA, L in = 300 pH is utilized to

achieve the optimized NF and gain performance. As shown

in Fig. 8, a source follower buffer with a fixed current source is

introduced in the feedback resistor chain. Such buffer releases

the tradeoff between gain and NF performance [33], while an

optimized bias voltage of M2 can be generated by tuning the

transistor size of the buffer. Then, the output of CS amplifier is

a transformer-based wideband inter-stage matching network,

which is connected to the amplitude-adjusting amplifier A2.

Here, the amplitude-adjusting amplifiers A1 and A2 at paths I

and II are used to further improve the noise-canceling per-

formance of the proposed LNA, as mentioned in Section II.

In the proposed LNA, both A1 and A2 are implemented in

the CS topology with a source degeneration inductor. Once

the transistors sizes are determined, the gains of A1 and

A2 are depended on their bias (i.e., Vgs1 and Vgs2) and the

source degeneration inductors (i.e., Ls1 and Ls2). As shown

in Fig. 12(a) and (b), the NF and gain of the proposed

LNA is varied with the inductance of Ls1 and Ls2. In the

proposed LNA, the performance degeneration caused by the

PVT variation can be calibrated by the phase-tuning lines [34]

in the inter-stage matching networks of both paths, and the

detailed discussion is given in Appendix A.

Compared to the previously reported wideband LNA with

dual-path noise-canceling scheme operate at 1–20 GHz [25],

inductors, transformers, and gm boosting technique are used

in the proposed LNA to achieve better gain and NF at higher

frequency. Meanwhile, the amplitude-adjusting amplifiers pro-

vide additional design flexibility to achieve high performance

at mm-wave. Thus, the dual-path noise-canceling LNA is

designed and implemented based on the aforementioned prin-

ciples and structures. The inductance and quality (Q) of the

implemented inductors and transformers are given in Table I,

while the bias voltage of M2–M4 (i.e., VS , Vgs1, and Vgs2)

is generated by the fixed on-chip circuits. Note that good

robustness is achieved in the proposed LNA under bias varia-

tion, the related simulated results, please refer to Appendix B.

The simulated result in Fig. 13(a) shows that the wideband

operation of the proposed LNA is achieved by combining two

paths with wideband response, while the noise of both paths

can be reduced simultaneously. The relatively large in-band

ripple is mainly because the inductance of source degeneration

inductor Ls1 and gain-peaking inductor Lg is chosen to achieve

improved NF and BW, as shown in Fig. 12(a) and (c).
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Fig. 12. Simulated gain and NF of the proposed dual-path noise-canceling LNA in different values of (a) Ls1, (b) Ls2, and (c) Lg .

Fig. 13. (a) Simulated NF and gain of both paths and the proposed LNA.
(b) Simulated noise contribution of the proposed LNA at 28 GHz.

Fig. 14. Chip micrograph of the fabricated dual-path noise-canceling LNA.

Fig. 13(b) reveals that the noise contributed by M2 is a bit

larger than the noise contributed by M1. Here, the noise

contributed by M1 and M2 includes the current noise and

the thermal noise of parasitic resistors. Meanwhile, the loss

(i.e., Q) of passive components (i.e., transformers, inductors,

capacitors, and interconnections) in the proposed LNA is the

main reason for NF degeneration. The noise introduced by A1,

A2, feedback resistor R f , and bias circuits are summarized as

other noise plotted in Fig. 13(b).

IV. MEASUREMENT AND COMPARISON

Fig. 14 shows the chip micrograph of the fabricated dual-

path noise-canceling LNA. The chip occupies a core area

Fig. 15. (a) S-parameters measurement setup. (b) Linearity measurement
and calibration setup. (c) NF measurement and calibration setup.

of 317 × 513 µm2 while consuming 18.9 mW from a 0.9-V

voltage supply. As shown in Fig. 15(a), the S-parameters

measurement is performed by the network analyzer N5230A,

while an SOLT de-embedding technology is used for the

on-chip test calibration. Meanwhile, to measure the linearity

of the proposed LNA, signal source SMW200A and spectrum

analyzer FSW43 are used. A through (Thru.) line with negli-

gible insertion loss is used to short the two probes, as shown

in Fig. 15(b), and then, the total loss of the measurement setup

(i.e., the combined loss of the probes, cables, and connectors)

is obtained. Due to the symmetrical configuration, the input

and output losses (i.e., ILi and ILo) of the test setup can

be calculated by half of the total loss. After de-embedding

the loss of the setup, the linearity of the proposed LNA

can be measured. To measure the NF of the proposed LNA,

the spectrum analyzer FSW43 (with noise analyzer function)

and noise source 346CK40 are used. The noise analyzer

provides a calibration procedure that can calculate the NF of

the proposed LNA after de-embedding the input and output

losses of the test setup. The NF measurement is performed

by the following three steps [35], as shown in Fig. 15(c):

1) the noise source is directly connected to the noise analyzer
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Fig. 16. Measured NF and gain of the proposed LNA under different setting
cases of the phase-tuning lines. Case 1: all the switchable capacitors in both
paths are switched OFF. Case 2: all the switchable capacitors in path II are
switched ON. Case 3: all the switchable capacitors in path I are switched ON.
Case 4: all the switchable capacitors in both paths are switched ON.

Fig. 17. Measured and simulated S-parameters of the proposed dual-path
noise-canceling LNA (case 2).

for instrument calibration; 2) importing the input and output

losses of the setup (i.e., ILi and ILo) to the noise analyzer,

where the required ILi and ILo are obtained during the linearity

measurement; and 3) measured the NF of the proposed LNA

directly. During the measurement, the phase-tuning lines are

adjusted by an off-chip digital control unit, while the bias

voltage VG is tuned to achieve optimized performance.

Fig. 16 shows the measured gain and NF of the proposed

LNA under different settings of phase-tuning lines, which

reveals that the maximum NF variation range is about 0.6 dB.

The measured S-parameters in Fig. 17 show that the maximum

gain of the proposed LNA is 14.5 dB at 26 GHz, while

the 3-dB BW is 22.9–38.2 GHz. S11 is lower than −10 dB

within the operating frequency range. Note that the bias and

phase settings in simulation are the same with measurement.

Meanwhile, Fig. 18 exhibits that the reversed isolation of the

proposed LNA is lower than −30 dB in the operation band,

and then, the stability factor K can be calculated from the

measured data

K =
1 − |S11|

2 − |S22|
2 + |�|2

2|S12 S21|
(30)

where the auxiliary condition � is expressed as

� = |S11S22 − S12 S21|. (31)

Fig. 18. Measured and simulated reversed isolation S12, stability factor K ,
and � (case 2).

Fig. 19. Measured linearity of the proposed dual-path noise-canceling LNA
(case 2).

Fig. 20. Measured and simulated NF of the proposed LNA. Setting of
simulation (tuned): reduce the input parasitic capacitance of M3 (−6 fF).

The conditions K > 1 and � < 1 are satisfied in full

operation band, as shown in Fig. 18, which means that the

proposed LNA is unconditionally stable in any source and

load VSWR [36]. As shown in Fig. 19, the measured input

1-dB compression point (IP1 dB) and input third-order intercept

point (IIP3) are −13.2 to −6.6 and −3.6 to 3.2 dBm, respec-

tively. Similar to other multi-path-combined type amplifier,
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TABLE II

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY AND COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART LNAS

Fig. 21. Simulated insertion phase of the proposed LNA with only
paths I and II.

good linearity is achieved in the proposed LNA due to the

dual-path topology.

Fig. 20 shows that the measured NF is 2.65–4.62 dB

within the frequency range of 22.9–38.2 GHz. Compared

to simulation, the measured NF response exhibits a slight

frequency shifting to higher frequency. Such variation can

be calibrated using the phase-tuning lines by the following

procedures: 1) figure out the performance variation trends in

different simulation settings and 2) compared the measured

and simulated results and then change the phase setting of

phase-tuning line following the trends obtained in step 1. For

example, as shown in Fig. 20, similar frequency shifting can

be obtained in simulation once the input capacitance of M3

Fig. 22. (a) Configuration of the phase-tuning line with four switchable
capacitors. (b) Simulated NF under different setting cases of phase-tuning
lines. (c) Simulated gain of the proposed LNA under different setting cases
of the phase-tuning lines. (Phase setting in different cases, please refer to the
caption of Fig. 16.)

is reduced. Therefore, by tuning the phase setting to case 4

(increases about 7-fF input capacitance of M3), the measured

NF can be matched to the simulation.

Table II shows the performance summary and the compar-

ison with state-of-the-art LNAs. Here, FoM FoM1 and FoM2
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Fig. 23. Simulated NF and gain of the proposed LNA in different setting of (a) M1 current, (b) M2 current, (c) M3 current, and (d) M4 current.

are introduced for the fair comparison between the proposed

LNA and previous works, which considers the performances

of 3-dB BW, peak gain (power gain G P and voltage gain GV ),

linearity (IP1 dB and IIP3), noise factor (F), and power con-

sumption (Pdc). FoM1 [5] and FoM2 [19] are expressed as

follows:

FoM1 =
G P × BW[GHz]

Fmin − 1
×

IP1 dB[mW]

Pdc[mW]
(32)

FoM2 = 20log10

GV × BW[GHz]

Fmin − 1
×

IIP3[mW]

Pdc[mW]
. (33)

Compared to the CG noise-canceling LNA at

mm-wave [20], the proposed LNA achieves improved

FoM in a compact size. Meanwhile, compared to the

wideband dual-path noise-canceling LNA [25], the proposed

LNA can obtain competitive performance at higher frequency.

Compared to the state of the arts, Table II reveals that the

proposed LNA shows enhanced performances in the low NF,

high linearity, and low power consumption.

V. CONCLUSION

A dual-path noise-canceling LNA operated at

22.9–38.2 GHz is presented in this article. Compared

to the conventional noise-canceling LNA with only one

path noise-reducing ability, the proposed noise-canceling

LNA is formed by a resistive feedback CS amplifier, two

amplitude-adjusting amplifiers A1 and A2, and an output

transformer, which can reduce the noise of both paths,

simultaneously. The three-stage transformer can provide a gm

boosting, noise-reducing, and wideband interstage matching

operation in CG amplifier, while the amplitude-adjusting

amplifiers are utilized for the further improvement of noise-

canceling performance. Then, the proposed LNA is fabricated

in a conventional 28-nm CMOS technology and measured

for verification. The proposed LNA consumes 18.9 mW from

a 0.9-V power supply. The peak gain is 14.5 dB, while the

3-dB BW is 22.9–38.2 GHz. Within the operating frequency

range, the minimum NF is 2.65 dB, while the peaks IP1 dB

and IIP3 are −6.6 and 3.2 dBm, respectively. With such good

performances, the proposed dual-path noise-canceling LNA is

attractive for wideband mm-wave wireless systems (e.g., 5G).

APPENDIX A

In the proposed dual-path noise-canceling LNA, the output

transformer transfers the differential output of two paths

to single end, and the input signals in paths I and II are

recombined in-phase, while the out-of-phase noise is canceled

at the single-end output. Fig. 21 shows that good in-band phase

balance is achieved in the proposed dual-path noise-canceling

LNA. However, the PVT variation and simulation inaccuracies

will change the phase of both paths and hence result in per-

formance degeneration. Such phase variation can be calibrated

by introducing phase-tuning lines to both paths. As shown

in Fig. 22(a), the proposed phase-tuning line consists of a

coplanar waveguide (CPW) with grounded shield and four

switchable capacitors. The switchable capacitors are controlled

by the voltage Vc1,2,3,4, while the grounded shield [37] is

utilized to reduce the substrate loss of the phase-tuning lines.

The capacitance tuning range of each phase-tuning line is
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about 7 fF, which results in about 4◦–6◦ maximum avail-

able phase variation within the operation band. As shown

in Fig. 22(b) and (c), the NF and gain of the proposed LNA

vary with the phase settings. Note that, the proposed phase-

tuning line is located in the inter-stage matching network

of both paths, where the capacitance variation can not only

change the phase shifting but also influence the gain and

BW of the proposed LNA. Therefore, the further increase of

phase-tuning range will cause significant performance degen-

eration on the gain and BW.

APPENDIX B

As shown in Fig. 23(a)–(d), the NF and gain changed

slightly under the case of 20% current variation in one

transistor, which shows that good robustness is achieved in

the proposed LNA under partial bias variation.
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